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I recently wrote a letter to the editor of

Golf magazine. Upon reflection I thought I

would send it to you instead. It's a little

unusual but the usual for this column.

I just finished a round of golf with three guys who don't

cheat. How refreshing. No mulligan, no improving a lie and

they count their strokes. Tony, an eight handicapper, hit a tee

shot OB (out of bounds) and then into the water passing

close to a peninsula of land 170 yards out. He wasn't sure it

passed over the peninsula so he dropped his ball 10 feet past

the tee box. He hit more in the water, sand, rough, and

putted for a little while. He carded a 13 on the 18th hole,

ruining a perfectly good round. But he told the truth and fol-

lowed the rules. That impressed me.

Gimmies are complete nonsense, in my opinion. (For non-

golfer gimmies are when someone's golf ball is close enough

to the hole they pick it up and don't hit it in). What length is

reasonable? Does it depend on how their day is going, or

how good they are, or how big a client they are? I am inter-

ested in golfing, not being a psychologist. Put the darn ball in

the hole. It's the whole point of the game. When was the last

time you saw a running back get stopped on the one yard

line and the other team says "Good enough".

The only justification for this is to help beginners and I am

done with that excuse too. After my first hit in baseball, I ran

toward third. They didn't overlook it because I might get dis-

couraged as a beginner and quit. I was stopped, sent in the

right direction and was declared out. If new golfers can't han-

dle the truth they should play sports where cheating is

allowed, "if the Ref doesn't catch it." 

My father taught me golf and made me count every stroke,

even if I missed the ball by four inches. Forty years later I'm

still playing. I did not quit because there were rules. There

sure as heck is no excuse for aver-

age and good players to cheat. 

Golf is different from other sports.

Golf professionals call their mistakes

even if it costs them the tournament.

It just is not the same in other

sports. What would happen if Carl

Malone called a foul on himself in the seventh game of a

playoff? What if Randy Moss admitted to trapping the winning

touchdown pass? I'll tell what would happen. If they told the

truth, there would be absolute outrage. There would be

1,000,000,000 water cooler discussions, 1,000 articles and 300

television replays. I'm not sure the Ref would even allow the

truth. All that excitement over telling the truth; how stinking

sad is that. Golf is the last bastion of truth in sports; we can't

let it slip away.

I thought golf was a different sport. I thought it was the only

game with personal integrity. It's the only game where you

call your own fouls. Not like every other sport where you

foul and hope the Ref doesn't see it. Other sports don't have

the same degree of personal integrity as golf. 

Next time you get tired of it all just tell the cheater on the tee

box "That's good enough, pick it up."

Roy Snell
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